Planning Commission
Planning and Development Division
City of Galveston
April 20, 2021

21P-017
ADDRESS:
1101, 1111, 1113, and 1115 Avenue M ½, and
1410 12th Street and Adjacent Vacant Lot
LEGAL DESCRIPTION:
Properties are legally described as: M. B. Menard
Survey, Lot 7; M. B. Menard Survey, Lot 6 and
East 1/2 of Lot 5; M. B. Menard Survey, West 1/2
of Lot 5 (3005-1); M. B. Menard Survey, East 1/2
of Lot 4 (3004-2); M. B. Menard Survey, West
1/2 of Lot 4 (3004-1); and M. B. Menard Survey,
Lots 1, 2, and 3; Southeast Block 23; Galveston
Outlots; in the City of County of Galveston,
Texas.

STAFF REPORT
Public Notice and Comment:
Sent

Returned

In Favor

Opposed

No
Comment

30
Per Section 13.808 of the Land Development Regulations and state
law, written public notice of this request is required. Public notices
are sent to all property owners within 200 feet of the subject site
and are sent to the address on file with the Galveston Central
Appraisal District.
City Department Notification Responses:
No Objections

APPLICANT/REPRESENTATIVE:
Mary Villareal, The Interfield Group
PROPERTY OWNER:
Robert T. Eramian, Executor of the Estates of
Reena Candis (Deceased)
ZONING DISTRICT:
Commercial, Neighborhood Conservation
District, One (C-NCD-1)
REQUEST:
Request for a change of zoning from Urban
Neighborhood, Neighborhood Conservation District
One (UN-NCD-1) to Commercial, Height and Density
Development Zone 3 (C-HDDZ-3)zoning district.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Approval
EXHIBITS:
A – Zoning Map with Property Notifications
B – Applicant’s Submittal
C – Land Use Comparison & HDDZ Details
STAFF:
Daniel Lunsford, Planner
409-797-3659
dlunsford@galvestontx.gov

Executive Summary
The applicant is requesting a change of zoning from Urban
Neighborhood, Neighborhood Conservation District One UN-NCD-1)
to Commercial, Height and Density Development Zone 3 (C-HDDZ-3)
The applicant’s intent is to build a mixed-use commercial structure
on the subject property. Some of the proposed land uses are not
permitted in Urban Neighborhood (UN) zoning district. In addition,
the applicant is proposing to change the overlay district from
Neighborhood Conservation District 1 (NCD-1, San Jacinto NCD) to
Height and Density Development Zone 3 (HDDZ-3).
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Zoning and Land Use

Location
Subject
Site
North

South
East
West

Interpretation of Use
Classification

Zoning
Urban Neighborhood,
Neighborhood Conservation
District One (UN-NCD-1)
Urban Neighborhood,
Neighborhood Conservation
District One (UN-NCD-1)
Commercial, Height and Density
Development Zone 3 (C-HDDZ-3)
Commercial, Height and Density
Development Zone 3 (C-HDDZ-3)
Urban Neighborhood,
Neighborhood Conservation
District One (UN-NCD-1)

Land Use
Vacant

Residential

Vacant
Commercial
Residential

As changes of zoning are of a permanent nature, regardless of the present proposed
land use for the properties, the Planning Commission and City Council must consider
all potential future land uses that will become permitted uses should the request for a
change of zoning be approved. Please see Exhibit C for a comparison list of the
permitted uses in the Commercial (C) and Urban Neighborhood (UN) zoning districts.
Height and Density Development Zones (HDDZs) are overlay zoning districts defined as,
“character areas, which are defined as zoning overlays in the city’s development code.
Each of these has a specific objectives”. These overlays are intended to permit new
development that is compatible with the surrounding neighborhoods via conformance
to area-specific design standards such as but not limited to lot coverage, setbacks,
building height, building massing, and wall articulation. The subject properties are in
the “Seawall East” transition area; transition areas are intended to provide a less
intense transition between residential neighborhoods north of Seawall and the
commercial zoning that includes most of Seawall Boulevard. A summary of basic HDDZ
requirements for the Seawall East transitional area is provided in Attachment C of the
staff report.

Compatibility with
Surrounding Land
Use and Zoning

The subject property is adjacent to the Seawall Boulevard commercial corridor.
However, it is also bounded by Urban Neighborhood zoning on two sides, within the
San Jacinto Neighborhood Conservation District. The intent of the Urban Neighborhood
zoning district is to accommodate the range and pattern of residential uses found in
the City’s oldest, established Urban Core neighborhoods together with limited
nonresidential uses.

Criteria for Approval

According to Division 13.601 (C) of the Land Development Regulations, the Planning
Commission may recommend approval, and City Council may grant the approval of a
rezoning request if it is demonstrated that:
1. The proposed zoning is preferable to the existing zoning in terms of its likelihood
of advancing the goals, objectives and policies of the City's 2011 Comprehensive
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Plan and other adopted neighborhood plan, special area plan, redevelopment
plan, or other plan applicable to the area;
2. The proposed zoning is consistent with the future land use map of the 2011
Comprehensive Plan (a future land use map amendment may be processed
concurrently with the rezoning);
3. The proposed change is consistent with the implementation of existing or pending
plans for providing streets, water and wastewater, other utilities and the delivery
of public services to the area in which the parcel proposed for rezoning is located;
4. The range of uses and the character of development that is allowed by the
proposed zone will be compatible with the properties in the immediate vicinity of
the parcel proposed for rezoning, and the parcel proposed for rezoning has
sufficient dimensions to accommodate reasonable development that complies
with the requirements of these Land Development Regulations, including parking
and buffering requirements; and
5. The pace of development and/or the amount of vacant land currently zoned for
comparable development in the vicinity suggests a need for the proposed rezoning
in order to ensure an appropriate inventory of land to maintain a competitive land
market that promotes economic development.
Conformance

Staff finds the request is consistent with the change of zoning approval criteria as
prescribed in Section 13.601 (C) of the Land Development Regulations. The proposed
use of retail-commercial with multi-family residential uses above fulfil a number of
objectives listed in the Comprehensive Plan:
OBJECTIVE HN-1. EXPAND THE SUPPLY OF MIDDLE-INCOME HOUSING
Housing suitable for middle-income families is in short supply on Galveston Island. The
City’s ability to compete for economic growth and achieve greater socio-economic
balance is limited by the capacity to house middle-income employees. Because the
area protected behind the Seawall is largely “built-out,” opportunities for new middleincome housing exist in the form of infill within established residential areas and
redevelopment of underutilized properties. Outside of the Urban Core, new housing
development should occur in unique planned developments which retain open space
and scenic natural resources, while accommodating a diversity of housing needs.
HN-1.2 Promote Middle-Income Housing in Future Mixed Use Districts and
Neighborhood Centers
While infill projects represent the best and most immediate opportunities to introduce
additional middle-income housing units, such housing should also be planned for new
development in areas west of the Seawall, in the East End Flats, and in places with
larger-scale redevelopment potential like the North Broadway District. As recognized
in the Land Use and Community Character Element, housing in mixed-use districts can
be designed to appeal to broad segments of the market. The introduction of an
expanded middle-income population in new and redeveloping areas will aid in the
creation of mixed-income neighborhoods, spur commercial redevelopment in key
locations, and support the growth of Downtown office and institutional employment.
The City should take the initiative in demonstrating the feasibility of middle-income
housing on the Island, and provide incentives and catalysts for development through
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actions such as investments in infrastructure and direct developer solicitation and
selection.
OBJECTIVE HN-3. EXPAND HOUSING CHOICES FOR LOW TO MODERATE AND
WORKFORCE INCOME HOUSEHOLDS TO STRENGTHEN NEIGHBORHOODS
While Objective HN-2 deals with the broad challenge of neighborhood stabilization and
reinvestment, this objective focuses on the specific housing needs of Galveston’s many
low-moderate and workforce income households. The City partners with private and
non-profit housing providers, such as the Galveston Housing Authority (GHA) and
Community Housing Development Organizations (CHDOs), to create housing
opportunities that promote independence and pride in community. The City should
continue to aggressively pursue Federal and state funding sources, including disaster
related funding.
OBJECTIVE LU-2. PROMOTE REVITALIZATION, ENHANCEMENT, AND AN
APPROPRIATE INTENSITY AND MIX OF USES DOWNTOWN AND IN EXISTING AND
POTENTIAL COMMERCIAL CORRIDORS AND MIXED USE DISTRICTS
Galveston’s reputation as a good place to live, visit, and do business is strongly
influenced by conditions Downtown, along the City’s major commercial and mixed use
corridors, and in existing and potential mixed use centers. These areas strongly
influence the Island’s livability and competitiveness. In prominent places across the
Island, piecemeal planning, overly-permissive standards, and uneven public
investment have compromised the City’s competitiveness, attractiveness, and
accessibility. The City has worked to address conditions such as these, as well as ensure
new commercial and mixed centers develop in more sustainable, safe, and resilient
ways. Commercial and mixed development Downtown, along major corridors, and in
existing and potential activity centers should be guided by clear goals and objectives,
market responsive plans, capital investment strategies, and development standards
and guidelines that promote quality private investment.
LU-2.3 Improve Conditions along Seawall Boulevard to Promote Quality
Development and Support its Function as an Attractive Visitor Destination
Seawall Boulevard is the most well-known and traveled area by visitors to the City, and
as the primary feature tying together destinations along the beach—hotels,
restaurants, entertainment venues, shops, and services—the boulevard has a powerful
influence on resident quality of life, the vitality of Seawall businesses, and visitor
perceptions of the community. Although still auto-oriented in places, recent projects
have been designed to promote pedestrian activity, encourage strolling and peoplewatching, and improve connections among related destinations. To continue this
positive momentum, and build on an initial round of improvements on the beach side
of the corridor, significant support for additional public and private investment will be
required for the corridor to achieve its full potential as a lively, safe, scenic, and
memorable place in the City.
In addition, the type of development the applicant proposed is not permitted in Urban
Neighborhood (UN) zoning. A change of zoning to Commercial (C) zoning does allow
for such a development. The applicant also proposes to replace the San Jacinto
Neighborhood Conservation District overlay with the Height and Density Development
Zone overlay. The associated design standards for the San Jacinto NCD apply only to
low-rise and single-family residential development, and aren’t applicable to
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commercial or multi-family development. However, the HDDZ overlay (and specifically
the transition zones) are more applicable to low- to mid-rise mixed-use development
like the applicant’s proposal.
The change of zoning will allow for the scale and land uses proposed by the applicant,
and this will fulfil several objectives listed in the 2011 Comprehensive Plan, especially
those relating to expanding housing options and promoting commercial and mixed-use
development. Finally, the San Jacinto Neighborhood Conservation District (NCD-1)
overlay is not applicable to commercial development, whereas the Height and Density
Development Zones (HDDZ) are specifically intended to apply to commercial and
mixed-use projects.
Staff Recommendation

Staff recommends the request for a change of zoning from Urban Neighborhood,
Neighborhood Conservation District One (UN-NCD-1) to Commercial, Height and
Density Development Zone 3 (C-HDDZ-3) be approved.

Respectfully Submitted,

__________________________
Daniel Lunsford
Planner

__________________________
Catherine Gorman, AICP
Assistant Planning Director / HPO

04/13/21
__________________
Date

04/13/21
__________________
Date
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Gold : Subject parcels
Yellow : 200' Notification Area
Blue : Objections in Notification Area
Cyan : Objections Outside Notification Area
.
<== NORTH

ATTACHMENT A

NARRATIVE (Continued)
REZONING REQUEST
1102 Seawall Blvd.
March 15, 2021
JUSTIFICATION OF REQUEST
The land is currently vacant. Developer submitted an alley abandonment application
that was approved with conditions on January 28, 2021, to prepare the land for the
construction of proposed development. The conditions include relocating and/or
rerouting existing utilities in the alley being abandoned.
The alley right of way separated the land, which at the time likely made it more
reasonable to have two different zones. The alley is bordered by land under same
ownership. The finalization of the alley abandonment creates one parcel under same
ownership, so this request is to allow one zone.
The overall tract of land has approximately 377 feet of frontage along Seawall
Boulevard. A majority of land use along Seawall Boulevard is commercial. Therefore,
commercial land use on this tract would maintain the character along this boulevard.
Proposed development will enhance this stretch of boulevard, provide employment,
and provide a multi-use establishment with a high standard commercial character
designed in a contemporary style.
Proposed development will consist of a convenience store, with twenty (20) MPDs
facing Seawall Blvd., a parking garage and apartment condominiums in above levels.
Floors are planned as follows:
a. First Floor – convenience store with restaurant in a triangular shape, approximately
8,000 SF, accessing from 12th Street, with drive thru.
b. Second Floor - parking garage and outdoor patio terrace with possible pool over
convenience store, located at southwest corner of building.
c. Third Floor – parking garage
d. Fourth through sixth Floors - Apartment condominiums with approximately 18,000
SF of usable area. Approximately 20 percent of the floor area will be circulation
and the remaining area will be units. Units will approximately 800-1200 SF, and
possibly larger for luxury units.
Landscaping will meet minimum requirements for land area and will consist of aesthetic
native plants. Materials will likely be dictated by buildings in the area.

Write a brief description of how the change of zoning complies with the the five
points below:
1. The proposed and present zoning advance the goals, objective and policies
of the City of Galveston 2011 comprehensive Plan and other adopted plans:
Proposed zoning would advance the goals, objective and policies of the City of
Galveston 2011 Comprehensive Plan and other adopted plans, as this
development will provide contemporary style living spaces making the City of
Galveston more competitive in attracting future residents. This establishment will
provide ample pump stations for convenience to City of Galveston many patrons,
as well as current residents, especially during natural emergencies.
2. The present and proposed zoning is consistent with the future land use map
prepared by staff and accompanying the staff report for this case:
The present and proposed zoning is consistent with the future land use map, in
that the south portion of the land along Seawall Boulevard is commercial-mix use.
3. The present and proposed change is consistent with the implementation of
existing or planned streets, water, wastewater, other utilities and delivery of
public services to the area in which the proposed rezoning is located:
The present and proposed change is consistent with the implementation of
existing and planned streets, water, wastewater, other utilities and delivery of
public services to the area in which the proposed rezoning is located. There are
existing water and sanitary sewer lines that will need to be rerouted, as well
reconnecting one property that is currently utilizing these facilities. Plans will be
submitted to City of Galveston’s Public Works department for review and
approval.
4. The range of uses and character of development allowed by the proposed
zone will be compatible with the properties in the immediate vicinity of the
parcel proposed for rezoning and the parcel has sufficient dimensions to
accommodate reasonable development that complies with the requirements
or the Land Development Regulations including parking and buffering
requirements:
The range of uses and character of development allowed by the proposed zone
will be compatible with the properties in the immediate vicinity of the parcel
proposed for rezoning. The abandonment of the alley now allows the parcel to
have sufficient dimensions to accommodate reasonable development that will
comply with the requirements or the Land Development Regulations including
parking and buffering requirements. The overall tract of land has approximately
377 feet of frontage along Seawall Boulevard. A majority of land use along

Seawall Boulevard is commercial. Therefore, commercial land use on this tract
would maintain the character along this boulevard.
5. The pace of development and/or amount of vacant land currently zoned for
comparable development in the vicinity suggests a need for the proposed
rezoning in order to ensure an appropriate inventory of land to maintain a
competitive land market that promotes economic development, which
supports the Planning Commission’s decision.
The pace of development and/or amount of vacant land currently zoned for
comparable development in the vicinity suggests a need for the proposed
rezoning in order to ensure an appropriate inventory of land to maintain a
competitive land market that promotes economic development, which supports
the Planning Commission’s decision.
According to City of Galveston zoning map, a significant number of tracts along
Seawall Boulevard are commercial and extend westerly further than subject
property. Therefore, the expansion of commercial land along Seawall Boulevard
appears to be needed to maintain and/or increase a competitive land market that
promotes economic growth for the City of Galveston’s ocean/sea tourism and
opportunity for future residents to enjoy the majestic view of the ocean.
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ATTACHMENT C

HDDZ STANDARDS – 1991 Zoning Standards (Sec. 29-107)
City of Galveston Design Guidelines For Height and Density Overlay Zones (p. 70)
Neighborhood Transition Area: Heights shall be limited in neighborhood transition areas to maintain compatibility with
adjacent residential zones. Lots that are not adjacent to a residential zone boundary do not have any transition area
requirement. The specific heights allowed are found in paragraph (g), Base Tier Development Standards.
(1) Transition Area Type 1: The side or rear of a property directly adjacent to any residential zone in any character area,
or the front of a property facing any residential zone across East-West (lettered) avenues in the Seawall Core A, Seawall
Core B, Seawall East or Seawall West, or any street in the Gateway Area or West of Seawall areas. In Transition Area Type
1, there are two segments of the property where special height limits apply as described below and in Figures C and D.
i. Transition Area 1a: All lot areas that are within 20 feet of the required front, side or rear yard setback
ii. Transition Area 1b: All lot areas that are more than 20 feet but less than 50 feet from the required front, side or rear
yard setback

Transition Areas

Required Yards and Setbacks

Residential Zone
East – West Street
Overlay Zone

PLAN VIEW

Overlay Zone

Residential Zone

THREE
DIMENSIONAL
VIEW

FIGURE D: Transition Area 1a and 1b on the front of a lot facing a Residential Zone across an east-west
street in the Seawall Core A, Seawall Core B, Seawall East or Seawall West areas.
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Required setback varies by character area.
The specific height limits for each Transition Area are described in paragraph (g) Base Tier Development
Standards.
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